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Summary
The petroleum sector is a service-intensive industry. The

quality, price and availability of services are therefore

important for the productivity level in the petroleum
sector. This paper analyzes how intermediate inputs
contribute to productivity in the Norwegian petroleum
sector and discusses how technical progress and changes
in the international trade regime affect productivity and

vertical relations between oil companies and their
suppliers. It is shown that in a small market, tailor-made
inputs and dose vertical relations between the oil
companies and their suppliers are the preferred and most
cost-effective technology. As the market expands, the

relative cost of tailor-made inputs increases, and at one
critical point becomes less cost-effective than
standardized inputs. A policy implication of the analysis
is that the NORSOK policy of enhancing standardization

needs to be complemented with a more open market in
order to achieve its objectives. The analysis is particularly

relevant for oil-reIa te d producer services, since this is the

market for intermediate inputs that is the least open.
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1 Introduction

The Norwegian supply industr has a larger market share on the Norwegian

continental shelfthan what is common in other oil-producing areas. The Norwegian

market share is particularly large for oil-related services, averaging about 80 percent

for engineering services and non-martime serices in the mid 1990s.1 Such services

are very important for the total costs of production in the petroleum sector, since they

provide the design and planng of the production technology. The Norwegian

petroleum industr also has a cost problem. In this paper we explore whether there is

a relation between these two observations and how the vertical relations between oil

companies, contractors and sub-contractorsarelikely to develop as the markets are

liberalized.

Widespread use of tailor-made technology for a particular oil tidd is believed to have

contributed to the relatively high cost level on the Norwegian continental shelf. After

the oil price collapse in 1986, there was an urgent need to bring costs down. A joint

effort between the oil companies, the supplier industr and the authorities was

initiated (the NORSOK project).2 Oneimportant element in the NORSOK process is

to standardize inputs and production processes in order to reduce costs. The

NORSOK process notwithstanding, it appears that tailor-made technological solutions

are stil widespread in the industr.

The purpose of this paper is to analyze under which conditions a profit-maximizing

oil company wil choose to purchase standardized inputs and apply standardized

i Non-martime services are services provided from rigs or onshore. Source: The PI database from the

Norwegian Ministr of Oil and Energy.
2 A similar project, the CRI project was introduced to the British petroleum and offshore industr.
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production processes and under which circumstances it prefers tailor-made

technology. Our working hypothesis is that there is a trade-off between the tailoring

of inputs on the one hand and diversity of inputs on the other hand. Thus, if the oil-

company decides to contract a supplier to produce a specially designed input, it

foregoes the opportity to choose between a number of suppliers that compete in

quality and price in an open market.

We develop a partial equilibrium model for the market for oil-related intermediate

inputs that captues the trade-off between speciticity and varety of inputs. In the

following we use the term "speciticity" in the meanng that an input is specially

designed for a particular purpose, e.g. as an input in the constrction of a particular oil

platform or as an input to the extraction of oil and gas from a paricular oil tie1d. The

design of specific inputs is seen as investllents or up-front fixed costs in the

production of such inputs.

A high degree of diversity represents the case when production of inputs is

characterized by a high degree of division of labor such that there is a large number of

producers of differentiated components. Standard featues of models with

differentiated intermediate inputs are that productivity increases with the number of

differentiated inputs, and that the extent of the market determines the number of

differentiated inputs. The signiticance of the extent of the market arses from the

assumption that there are fixed costs related to deve10ping a new varety.
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We introduce specificity as an alternative source of productivity improvement into a

production function with differentiated intermediate inputs. Figure i below shows an

intuitive ilustration ofwhat drives the mode1 and the results.

Figue L a Figue lb
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Figure la represents the complex offshore oil extraction technology. Figure 1b

represents the varety of standardized intermediate inputs available in the market.

Think of the extraction technology as the process of combining the available inputs in

such away that they tit into tigure la. The better they tit without overlapping or

extending beyond the borders of the tigure, the higher the productivity and the lower

the cost of the technology. Clearly, the greater the varety of inputs, the easier it is to

tind a combination that tills the complex figure 1 a. This ilustrates our main tinding in

the paper. If the market is small and accommodates only a few suppliers of

differentiated inputs, the oil companes (or their major contractors) wil ask the

suppliers to bend and shape the inputs in order to get a better tit. This is what we

model as investment in specificity. If the market is large and accommodates a large

number of producers of differentiated inputs on the other hand, the oil companies/the
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contractors wil purchase the standardized inputs. The rankng of alternative

technologies according co st wil be shown to be as follows:

1. Large market, standardized inputs (lowest cost);

2. Small market, specitic inputs;

3. Small market, standardized inputs.

The size of the market for oil-related inputs in Norway is determined by three factors.

First, the volume of demand :fom the local petroleum industr constitutes the most

important market for Norwegian oil-related suppliers. Second, market access to other

oil-producing countries' markets is important. The most relevant markets so far have

been the British petroleum sector and the Gulf of Mexico. However, other areas such

as Azerbaijan, Venezuela, Angola and Nigeria have recently become important after

the Norwegian oil companes have entered these markets; Third, the market for oil-

related inputs is determined by how oil-specitic the inputs are. In other words, to

what extent oil-related inputs can be sold to customers outside the petroleum sector.

In this paper we explore the impact of expanding the market through

internationalization of the Norwegian offshore industr. Internalization implies better

access to markets outside the Norwegian sector and a more open Norwegian offshore

industry. On the basis of the ranng of technologies above, we argue that the

NORSOK process needs to be accompaned by a more open market, for example

through market integration between the Norwegian and British petroleum sectors and

a generalliberalization of trade in oil-re1ated inputs, paricularly oil-related services,

in order to achieve its objectives.
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews previous research. A

model of the market for differentiated inputs is developed in section 3. The mode1 is

used for analyzing the optimal choice of specificity and the cost of producing

equipment for the petroleum sector under varous assumptions on the structure of the

market. Section 4 presents some crude empirical evidence of the impact of

integrating the Norwegian and the British North Sea petroleum sectors. Section 5

concludes.

2 Relations to previous research

The paper builds on the theory of productivity improvement through the improvement

of the quality of intermediate inputs and the theory of productivity improvement

through the expansion of the varety of intermediate inputs. (see for example

Grossman and Helpman 1991). The latter theory has been interpreted as productivity

growth though increased division of labor. The first author that was able to combine

these two dimensions of productivity growth was Alwy Y oung (1998). He was able

to endogenize the choice between whether to invest in quality improvements or new

vareties. His model was developed in order to resolve a major problem with

endogenous growth mode1s, namely that they predict that large markets grow faster

than small markets, which is contrary to empirical evidence.3 We build on a

simplitied static version of Y oung's idea of analyzing the trade-off between quality

and diversity, but in our case the quality of an input is defined as how well the input

fits into the production technology of a paricular user.4

3 See for example Jones (1995).
4 This reinterpretation leads us to the opposite conclusion ofYoung's paper. Re argues that investment

in diversity wil fail to sustain growt because there are not suffcient intertemporal technology

spilovers from such investments, while quality improvements do yield sustained growth due to

intertemporal technology spilovers. We have no tie diension in our model, but since our quálity
concept relates to a paricular user of the input in question, this by itself reduces the scope for
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The analysis of specific investments in quality is best known from the industri al

organization literature. This literatue focuses on transaction costs related to such

investments and sees the tirm as an institution that economies on transaction costs. In

contrast, our approach is production theory, and we present the tirm by a production

technology.5 If the producers of intermediate inputs design inputs such that they tit

into tigure la exactly, this increases the value of the input to the buyer. We assume

that the resulting changed properties of the input, compared to the standard inputs

ilustrated by figure 1 b, are both observable and veritiable. Thus, we abstract from

trans action costsand hold-up problems re1ated to asset specificity and incomplete

contracts.6

3 The Model

The NORSOK process relates as much to the design and constrction of production

equipment for oil and gas extraction as the operation of oil and gas extraction itsel£

This is because off-shore oil extraction is subject to signiticant economies of scale

due to high up-front investment costs and relatively low marginal costs. In addition,

the production technology is large1y embodied in the production equipment and

therefore to a large extent locked in for the duration of the equipment. It has

therefore been important to reduce these up-front investment costs.

technology spilovers, and diversity is actually more effective in improving productivity and reducing
costs.
5 See for examp1e Riordan and Wiliamson (1985), Wiliamson (1985) and Baker, Gibbons and

Murphy (1997) for a discussion oftrnsaction-specific investment and transaction costs.
6 A number of disputes over who shou1d pay fot cost overrs in the production of offshore equipment

suggests that an interesting extension of our mode1 is to incorporate trs action costs. In this paper,

however, we wish to focus sharlyon the technology choice between ta10r-made technology and
standadized technology focusing on the production technology. This is because the policy measures
that have been introduced in order to reduce costs have almost exclusive1y been directed towards

industral relations, disregarding the importce of the extent of the market for the choice of
technology.
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The production function in the mode1 deve10ped in this section can be interpreted as

the technology for exploration and development of an oil tield. It can altematively be

interpreted as the extraction technology for petroleum,but since the exploration and

development phases are of such crucial importance for extraction costs and

paricularly the development phase has been the major target of the NORSOK

process, we focus on the former interpretation here.

3.1 Technology

The oil companyenters a tixed price contract with a contractor who designs the

equipment and the extraction technology on the basis of previous experience and the

characteristics of the reservoir to be deve1oped.7 N ext, the contractor constrcts the

equipment. This is done by means of the input of workers who use physical capital in

order to assemble and install a large number of components. Differentiated producer

services such as seismic shooting and analysis of seismic data, technology design,

process engineering, planing, testing and coordination are crucial inputs before,

during and after the constrction process. Figure 2 ilustrates the vertical relations

between oil company, contractor and subcontractors.

7 A common contract tye durig the 1990s have been the EPC contracts (Engineerig, Procurement

and Constrction). It is not a pure fixed price contract since cost overrns are parly bom by the oil
company. However, since the oil company in priciple only covers cost overrs due to additional
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Figue 2

Oil company

Fixed price contract
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Tailor-made or stadardized inputs

The design and constrction of the productionequipment and technology for an oil

tield can be represented by the following production fuction:

Y=f(K,L,¿¿ Xij)i j (1)

Where Y is output, which we for simplicity think of as the production equipment

which embodies the extraction technology for the oil tield. K is capital, L is labor and

there are i categories of intermediate inputs, each containing a number of

differentiated inputs. Thus, the categories represent pipes, engineering services,

maritime services, etc. We make the reasonable assumption that the production

fuction is additively separable in the primary inputs and the intermediate inputs, such

that it can be presented by a Leontief function between a (K, L) aggregate and the

intermediate aggregate. Furhermore, we assume that the intermediate aggregate

consists of a Leontief function of i categories of inputs. Finally each category òf

intermediate inputs consists of a eES aggregate of ni differentiated goods or services

work and extensions required by the oil company, the EPC can be seen as a good proxy to a fixed price
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with an elasticity of substitution assumed to be larger than unty. Thus, engineering

services can not be substituted for pumps or pipes, but there exist a varety of

engineering services that can substitute for each other. This assumption allows us to

focus on one category of interediate inputs at the time while keeping capital, labor

and the other categories of inputs constant.

3.2 Market conditions

We assume that there exists a "monopolistically competitive frnge" in each input

category. Thus, there exists a frnge of for example engineering service tirms that

offer their standard serices as ilustrated in figure 1 b on a spot market. The number

of such tirms is suffciently large to ensure that each firm breaks even, but eams no

excess protits. The contractor can choose between purchasing inputs on this spot

market or enter into contracts with the suppliers in order to get inputs designed for

their particular needs. 8 In that case the supplier has to make an investment that wil

have no value to other potential customers. Therefore, specitic inputs wil be more

expensive than standard inputs. It can easily be shown that under such market

conditions the contractor wil choose the same leve! of specificity for all inputs within

a category. This also makes sense intuitively since the components in a production

process usually need to be technologically compatible. The service input aggregate Xi

can be represented by the function:

i

x=( t(qjs;l.y = nlfaqs (2)

contract.
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We omit subscript i for convenience and refer to input category i in the rest of this

section if not otherwise stated. Specitic quality is represented by q while s represents

quantity of the producer service. When q = 1 the quality is the standard quality

ilustrated in figure 1 b while q :; 1 represents specitic design for the contractor. No

other firms but the contractor are wiling to pay a premium over and above the price

for the standardized service for quality q.

Subcontractors incur a tixed costfin order to set up a firm and design an input.9 In

addition, they may choose to make specific investments specitied in a contract with

the contractor. The subcontractor has the following cost function:

Cs=f+g(q)+¡. gl:; O, g(1) = O
(3)

where y is marginal co st of producing the service. It is well known that the

monopolistic competitive subcontractors fetch a price p = ya-i , and thus a mark-up

over marginal cost related to the elasticity of substitution between any two inputs in

the eES aggregate. The cost function facing the contractor for this paricular input

category ifhe chooses the tailor-made technology can then be represented as:

i

C. ~(t(p:-'qr-I)J'-' X +nÂl (4)

8 The investment corresponds to bending and shaping the stadard services represented by figure L b in

order to make them fit exactly into figure la.
9 We use the term subcontractoron firs supplying the major contractor with inputs in the design and

production of offshore equipment, whether or not the fir in question enters a formal 10ng-term

contract for tailorig inputs or the fir sells stadardized inputs in a spot market.
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where & = 1/(1- a) and represents the elasticity of substitution between any two

products, À represents the per unit cost of specificity paid by the contractor. If he

chooses the off-the-shelf technology the cost fuction is the first tenn of equation (4)

only. By Shephard's lemma the contractor's demand for each service, given the

quality is:

s -i -
-c c-l

Pi qi
(5)l X

L~. l-c c-l J~
L.p¡ q¡

l

In order to keep the analysis tractable, we wil in the following assume that the

contractor and the supplier of tailor-made inputs enter a contract where the contractor

pays the subcontractor for his specitic investment; e.g. Â = g(q). We can then derive

the unique size of the service tinn by combining the co st function (3) and the revenue

of the service tinn, which is s ra -l + g( q) . The unque size of the producer service

finn is hence:

afs. =i r(1-a) (6)

We wil now derive the cost functions related to category i of inputs and the optimal

choice of speciticity for differentiated inputs of category i. Since all inputs enter the

production function and the costfuction symetrically, we can present the cost

fuctions as:
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Cx = nll(l-c) pq-lX + nÂq

be ' 62 C
&iX -( O when aÂq2(c_1)y-1nc/(a-l) -( X, and &i/). O

Note that costs are a declining functîon of the number of inputs employed when X is

suffciently large, but costs decline with the number of inputs at a diminishing rate.

This reflects gains from division of labor, while at the same time there is congestion

as the number of inputs grows large. The number of subcontractor tirms can be found

by the market clearing condition for each input, e.g. equating supply (equation (6))

and demand (equation (5)). This yields:

nc/(C-l) =y(1-a) X
afq

(7)

Plugging (7) into the cost functions for the differentiated input, we get

( J-li c (' J(C-l)/ c
Cx= y(1-a)X PX+ y(1-a)X Âqafq q afq

We now turn to the analysis of the optimal choice of specificity and discuss the trade-

offbetween specificity and specialization.

. 3.3 Specificity versus variety

In this section we star by analyzing the case when speciticity is a continuous and

linear function of the investment made in the input. In many cases, however, there

appears to be a threshold leve! of investment below which the paries are not wiling
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to enter into a contract. This can for example be due to costs of collecting the

necessary information for evaluating the options available, or indivisibilty in

investments needed to achieve quality q. We therefore analyze an alternative setting

where the degree of specificity of the input can take on two values, q = 1, which

implies no investment, or q is equal to a constant higher than the optimal quality

chosen with a linear investment function.

3.3.1 Continuous demand for specific quality

The optimal choice of speciticity is found by maximizing the contractor's protit

function with respect to q: max ff = R(Y) - ex where R(Y) is the revenue fuction,

assumed to be fixed by the contract with the oil company. The pro tit maximization

problem yie1ds the following optimal choice of specificity:

t5ff = O ~ q = &(&-1)1&¡ Â (8)

There is in other words a unique degree of speciticity that maximizes the contractor's

protit, given the rather strong assumptions made on contractual relations and

specificity. The optimal level of specificity increases with the elasticity of

substitution between differentiated inputs and with the degree of economies of scale

in ~e production of inputs (1, and declines with the cost of speciticity. Thus, if the

elasticity of substitution between differentiated inputs is high, diversity is less

important and speciticity is more important than what is the case when the elasticity

of substitution is low. Investment in specitic quality is thus more valuable to the

contractor with a high elasticity of substitution. AIso, if the cost of developing a

13



differentiated service.(l is high, there is room for fewer varieties as can be seen from

equation (7), and the desired leve! of specificity is higher (as ilustrated by tigue la

and lb). A high degree of speciticity, as observed in the Norwegian offshore sector

can thus be explained if there are economies of scale in the supply industry and a high

degree of substitutability among the tinns' products.

3.3.2 Exogenous level of specific quality

A continuous demand function for specificity is probably not always realistic. It is

probably the case that there is a threshold quality level that the contractor is wiling to

enter into a contract to secure. In the following we wil assume that this threshold is

exogenously given at q)o e(e-l)! / Â, and that the contractor can choose between

entering into a contract with all his suppliers providing the quality q = q or purchase

all inputs on the spot market where the quality of inputs is q = 1. Given symetr,

demand for each input in the two alternative technology cases is given as:

sa =n-lfaq-lX and SS =n-l/aX (9)

for the specific input and the spot market input respectively. The unque size of the

subcontractor finn is the same as before and given by equation (6). We can therefore

tind how many tinns can be accommodated in each of the two cases:

n. ~(r(~a) X r and n. = 

(r(i,a) 

xr (lO)
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Clearly, there is room for more subcontractor tirms when the technology provided by

the spot market is chosen. Plugging this into the cost fuctions of each technology

yie1ds:

(( )-l/C ( )(C-l)/C J
C; = Y(1;ja) :a + y(~a) ÂI X(c-l)/c (Ila)

( )-11 c
C; = y(1;;a) ~ X(c-l)/c (11 b)

Comparing the two co st fuctions it is clear that the tailor-made technology is the

most cost-efficient when q 
(l-c) I c (1 + (1- a)ÂI / f) .. 1. The larger is q and f and the

small er is Â. the larger the cost advantage of the tailor-made technology. As loiig as

the contractor is the solecustomer of the subcontractors, which is implicitly assumed

here, the relative cost of the two technologies (off-the-shelf and tailor-made) is

independent of the size of total demand from the contractor, X. Figure 3 below

depicts the two cost functions for two different degrees of scale economies.
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Figure 3

The east funetian

X

I-iCxa1 -åCxs1 --Cxa2 ~Cxs21

Cxa1 and Cxsl depict the specitic and the off-the-she1f technology respectively for a

high level of fixed costs J, while Cxa2 and Cxs2 depict the two technologies with a

relatively low leve1 of economies of scale.10 In the first case the tailor-made

technology is the most cost effcient, while in the second case the off-the-shelf

technology is the most co st effective. With the parameter values chosen here, the

tailor-made technology with a low degree of scale economies is about as expensive as

the standardized technology when economies of scale are more important. Thus,

widespread use of tailor-made technology may be co st effective relative to

standardization if economies of scale are important in the supply industr.

3.4 An alternative market

In sections 3.1 - 3.3 we have focused on the choice of specific quality, assuming that

the contractor is the only customer of the subcontractors. In this section we wil
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explore how the choice of specificity changes if our contractor is one among several

potential customers. Thus, the contractor may choose to enter into a contract with a

subset of the total number of supply tirms that operate in the relevant markets. The

number of tirms that can break even servicing the contractor is stil determined by

equation (10). We denote the size of the alternative market Z. This constitutes the

monopolistically competitive frnge and can accommodate nz = (,(1- a)Z / alY

tirms, assuming that the elasticity of substitution between the vareties in the. input

aggregate is the same in the alternative market as it is for the contractor. This may be

a strong assumption, but if we allow differences in the elasticity of substitution,

determining the price of the input becomes more complicated without adding

important additional insights, we believe.

With this, perhaps more realistic presentation of the market for intermediate inputs,

the off-the-she1f technology cost function is derived by inserting the expression for nz

in the cost function, which yie1ds:

( J~lIc
C; = y(1l.a) Z-lIc ~ X

The relative costs of the two technologies is now given by:

~~ ~ Gr' q"-"I'(1 + 17 Äq J
(12)

10 The figure is drawn for Â.=4, a= 0.5 'Y =1 and q =7. f= 12 for the first set of cost functions while f=

4 for the second set.
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When an alternative market for differentiated intermediate inputs outside the

relationship with the contractor is introduced, the relative size of the two markets

matters for which technology is the most cost effective. Figure 4 depicts equation

(12) for the same parameter values as in tigure 3. The vertical axis shows the relative

cost while the horizontal axis measures relative size of the two markets; e.g. XJZ. We

have also included the unity relative cost line, which shows the switch point in

technology choice for a profit-maximizing contractor.

Figure 4

Relative eost of the two teehnologies
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If we start at the right-hand end of the chart, we see that when the contractor

constitutes a very large share of the total market for the relevant category of

intermediate inputs, and thus XJZ is large, the tailor-made or specific technology is

the most cost efficient; e.g. C; / C;' .o 1. As we move to the left and the relative size

of the alternative market increases, the cost advantage of the tailor-made technology

declines, and at one point the relative cost curve crosses the unity line and the off-the-
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shelf technology becomes the most cost effective. Notice also that the relative co st

cure shifts inwards as the economies of scale increases in the supply sector. Thus,

the higher is f the furter to the left is the switch point where the off-the-shelf

technology becomes the most cost effective from the contractor's point ofview. The

mode1 thus shows that given a large enough market for the supply sector, the market

offers enough diversity for the off-shore contractor to replace specitic with off-the

shelf inputs. 11

4 Empirical applications of the model

We wil interpret the contractor to represent the offshore sector as a whole. In

practice this means three dominant tirms which are Aker Maritime, Kværner and

Umoe. As mentioned in the introduction, engineering services and non-maritime

services have a very high market share on the Norwegian market and these services,

paricularly the former, are crucial inputs determining the cost leve1 in Norwegian oil

production. Engineering services are broadly detined as technology design, project

management, process management, pre- and detailed engineering and concept

evaluation to name the most important. The variable X in the model thus represents

the Norwegian offshore sector's demand for enginèering seMces.

The alternative market may have several interpretations. One interesting option is to

analyze the linkages from the offshore sector to other sectors of theeconomy. Z

should then represent all sectors that use engineering services as intermediate inputs.

Another interesting option is to look at international trade in oil-related engineering

services. Z could then represent the entire North Sea offshore market or the world

11 The diversity ofthese inputs in turn allows hi to customize his own technology ifhe so whishes by
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offshore market. In this section we provide some preliminary empirical analysis of

the impact of expanding the alternative market through international trade in servces.

Let us star with a look at the diversity of engineering services supplying the

Norwegian offshore market. During the perod 1980 - 1994 about 520 different tirms

provided engineering services during design and construction for Norwegian off-

shore production platforms and equipment. Of these 320 were fully owned

Norwegian companies, 54 were Norwegian affiliates of multinational engineering

tirms and 146 were foreign tirms not incorporated in Norway.12 These tigues

suggest that the diversity in the engineering servce sector is sufficient to support the

application of a Dixit-Stiglitz tye production function as in equation (2).

Investments in the British sector and the Norwegian sectors of the North Sea were

about £4.4 bil. and NOK 35 bilL. respectively in 1997 (DTI, UK 1999, Of ti ci al

. Statistics of Norway 1999). Hence, investment in the British sector was about 1.45

times higher than in the Norwegian sector in 1997. The ratio X/Z between the

Norwegian sector and the entire North Sea should thus be about 0.4. This is well

within the range where the standardized technology is the less expensive according to

tigure 4. In other words, the mode1 suggests that integration of the two markets for

oil-related engineering servce inputs would induce the change in technology that the

NORSOK process has only parly achieved.

mixing or combing the inputs in order to make them fit into figure la.
12 Source: The PI database from the Ministr of Oil and Energy. The figures represent a count of an

the different firs that have entered a contract with an oil company for delivery of engineerig services
durig the planing and constrction of oil platforms. We have not adjusted for mergers and

acquisitions in the industr durig the period in question.
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5 Summary and conclusions

In this paper we have provided a framework for analyzing the trade-off between

productivity improvement through improved quality versus a higher degree . of

specialization when quality is specific to a particular customer, applied to the

Norwegian offshore industry. The offshore industr has had a cost problem and it has

been suggested that the problem is rooted in too much tield-specitic technology. A

higher degree of standardization has been sugge sted as a remedy for the cost problem,

but in spite of joint efforts to this effect, the results have not been as hoped for.

Based on the fact that the offshore industr produces very complex production

equipment which entails thousands of components and service inputs, we have

modeled the sector as an assembly of intermediate,differentiated inputs.

Furhermore, we have introduced a quality-parameter assumed to be specific to the

investment project. It tums out that when there is a small market for the relevant

differentiated inputs, the cost-minimizing contractor wil choose the tailor-made

technology. This is because there is not sufticient scope for specialization to

outweigh the productivity improvement provided by the tailor-made input.

Neverteless, the cost level may be high compared to other oil-producing areas that

may have a sufficiently large market to apply the off-the-shelf technology. The

results from this analysis suggest that the switch point for introducing off-the-shelf

technology for cost-minimizing offshore companies can be obtained in Norway if the

Norwegian and the British North Sea sectors were more integrated, or if Norwegian

supply tirms became more export-oriented.
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